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This work covers an important point of the benchmark released by the expert group on Uncertainty
Analysis in Modeling of Light Water Reactors. This ambitious benchmark aims to determine the uncer-
tainty in light water reactors systems and processes in all stages of calculation, with emphasis on multi-
physics (coupled) and multi-scale simulations. The Gesellschaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit meth-
odology is used to propagate the thermal-hydraulic uncertainty of macroscopic parameters through
TRACE5.0p3/PARCSv3.0 coupled code. The main innovative points achieved in this work are i) a new
thermal-hydraulic model is developed with a highly-accurate 3D core discretization plus an iterative
process is presented to adjust the 3D bypass flow, ii) a control rod insertion occurrence ewhich data is
obtained from a real PWR teste is used as a transient simulation, iii) two approaches are used for the
propagation process: maximum response where the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is performed for
the maximum absolute response and index dependent where the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is
performed at each time step, and iv) RESTING MATLAB code is developed to automate the model gener-
ation process and, then, propagate the thermal-hydraulic uncertainty. The input uncertainty information
is found in related literature or, if not found, defined based on expert judgment. This paper, first, presents
the Gesellschaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit methodology to propagate the uncertainty in thermal-
hydraulic macroscopic parameters and, then, shows the results when the methodology is applied to a
PWR reactor.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
This work covers one of the main phases of the benchmark
released by the expert group on Uncertainty Analysis in Modeling of
Light Water Reactors (UAM-LWR). The UAM benchmark [1] was
born in 2006 at the University of Pisa (Italy) due to the need of best
estimate calculations together with its confidence bounds. Thus,
the UAM expert group aims to obtain the current state and future
needs of Uncertainty and Sensitivity (U&S) analysis in modeling,
with emphasis on multi-physics (coupled) and multi-scale simu-
lations. With this information, the benchmark main goal is to
determine the uncertainty in LWR systems in all stages of calcu-
lation. The benchmark is subdivided into three phases:
1. Neutronic phase: multi-group microscopic and macroscopic
cross-section library and criticality analyses.by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an2. Core phase: stand-alone thermal-hydraulic and neutronic
codes.
3. System phase: coupled thermal-hydraulic and neutronic code.
To establish proper confidence bounds an Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation (UQ) method must be used. There are several UQ methods,
however, one of the most usedmethod in the nuclear field, and also
recommended by the UAM benchmark organizers, is the Gesell-
schaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). The GRS method is
widely used in the literature, for example [2]. The main advantage
of GRS is that it is easy to implement, the downside is that Proba-
bility Distribution Function (PDF) for input parameters must be
based on expert judgment if no experimental information is
available, this could lead to biased information. Besides, this
method usually requires significant computational cost. When us-
ing the GRS methodology, the user must be aware of a few things:
1. A range and a PDF for each uncertain input parameter must be
identified. Ideally, the PDFs should be obtained usingopen access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
Nomenclature
a Quantile
b Probability or confidence level
ε Wall roughness
εby Flow tolerance limit
c2 Inverse chi-squared CDF
Aby Flow area
CHFM Critical heat flux multiplier
Cpfuel Fuel heat capacity
Cpclad Clad heat capacity
Dhyd Hydraulic diameter
Flowby Simulated bypass flow
Flowby Theoretical bypass flow
hgap Gap heat transfer coefficient
i Iteration index
k Wilks' order
kfac Grid friction factors
KZby Axial bypass friction coefficient
KRby Radial bypass friction coefficient
Kclad Fuel thermal conductivity
Kfuel Clad thermal conductivity
min Inlet mass flow
n Sample size
nassm Fuel assemblies
nt Theta sectors in cylindrical vessel
nx Cartesian vessel cells in x axis
ny Cartesian vessel cells in y axis
nz Cartesian vessel cells in z axis
p=d Pitch to diameter ratio
Pout Output pressure
qbyp=qtot Bypass heat fraction
qmod=qtot Moderator heat fraction
r Dependent responses
rs Critical correlation value
RFPF Radial fuel peaking factor
s One or two-sided tolerance region
ts Inverse t-Student CDF
Tin Inlet flow temperature
z Upper critical value
zgap Gap size
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not available. In such cases, it is common to assign a uniform or
normal distribution [3], otherwise expert judgment is used to
assign a range and PDF. Nevertheless, the use of expert judg-
ment is often unreal and should be used with caution.
2. The uncertain input parameters are sampled n times, there are
several sampling techniques that can be used. Being the most
common the Simple Random Sampling (SRS)eexpensivemethod
since the n must be high compared to other methods to obtain
the same coveragee, Stratified Sampling with a better coverage
and Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) with an improvement over
the stratified sampling with additional computational cost to
reduce the bias. It is known that more accurate model response
variance is obtained using LHS [4], but results differences are not
significant [5].
3. Parametric or non-parametric samplings are possible to obtain
the number of samples or code runs, n. The number of samples
could be greatly reduced using a non-parametric sampling
because all uncertain parameters are sampled at the same time.
Therefore, with non-parametric sampling, the number of runs
depends only on the tolerance and confidence interval of re-
sponses. That implies that the number of input parameters
involved do not have any limitation. Moreover, in a parametric
sampling the hypothesis for normality must be checked, while
in non-parametric samplings any distribution could be
assumed.
The determination of theminimum sample runs, n, is important.
For a non-parametric approach, the parameter n is such that when
the code is run n times eor samplese, the response of interest will
meet a certain tolerance limit (required a priori). The method to
obtain n with a certain quantile, a, and a probability or confidence
level, b, was developed by Wilks ([6,7]). The formula for one-sided
tolerance region (s ¼ 1) is given by Eq (1) and Eq (2) for first and
second order (k) respectively. For example, for a one-sided 95/95
tolerance region, a minimum sample size of 59 is obtained if k ¼ 1,
but the sample size increases to 93 if k ¼ 2. The same sample size
(93) is obtained if k ¼ 1 but a two-sided 95/95 tolerance region is
specified (as suggested in Ref. [8]). However, in a recent study([9,10]) the recommended minimum sample size for the same
conditions (k ¼ 1 and two-sided) increases to 146 according to Eq
(3), where nCj is the number of combinations of n items taken j at a
time. Finally, if there are several dependent responses (r), the
minimum sample size increases as given in Eq (4) for k ¼ 1, see
Refs. [11,12]. For three dependent responses, one-sided 95/95
tolerance region and k ¼ 1, the sample size is 124.
1an  b (1)













jð1 aÞðnjÞ  b (4)4. High-fidelity model vs surrogate model. For complex models, if
a high fidelity model is used to propagate the uncertainty, the
computational effort could be prohibitive. In this case, the high-
fidelity or full model can be replaced by a surrogate model. The
surrogate model represents the same physical scenarios but it
runs simulations faster at expenses of accuracy and range of
applicability. In this sense, CSAU methodology replaced TRACE
by a surrogate response surface to reduce computational cost.
GRS makes use of a non-parametric sampling, the high-fidelity
model and the Wilks' formula to obtain n. The U&S analysis can
be obtainedwith any statistical software available in themarket, for
example DAKOTA developed at Sandia National Laboratory. It is
able to perform UQ (average responses, standard deviations, con-
fidence intervals …). In addition to this information, DAKOTA cal-
culates Sensitivity Analysis (SA) by means of sensitivity coefficients
assuming linear eSimple Correlation Coefficient (SCC) and Partial
Correlation Coefficient (SCC)e and non-linear relationships
Fig. 1. Cylindrical (left) and cartesian vessel (right).
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Correlation Coefficient (PRCC). Correlation coefficients and other
relevant information can be found in Ref. [13].
A critical correlation value (rs) can be defined as the minimum
value for which a parameter is considered to be sensitive ewith
respect to other parametere. This value can be calculated according
to Eq (5), where n is the number of samples and z is the abscissa
over the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) that yields a certain
quantile ealso known as upper critical valuee. The absolute value
of rs, between an input and output parameter, gives the minimum
value for which the output parameter can be considered sensitive
to a variation in the input parameter. For example, with a confi-
dence interval of 95% ecommonly accepted value in most fieldse,




Other confidence intervals could be used, leading to different
critical correlation values and, thus, modifying what variables are
considered sensitive. Nonetheless, sensitivity ranking of parame-
ters remains constant. In this work rs ¼ ±0:1628 is used.
1.1. Overview
This paper presents amethodology to propagate the uncertainty
of thermal-hydraulic parameters and has been divided into five
sections. The current section introduces the UAM benchmark and
GRS methodology. The second section gives an explanation of
models used in this work. Section 3 and Section 4 detail the
methodology and results for the uncertainty propagation. Finally,
the last section, states, briefly, the conclusions.
Due to the high number of data generated in this work, only the
most representative results are shown in this paper which intends
to show the different possibilities of the methodology. The reader is
referred to Ref. [14] to obtain the complete spectrum of results.
2. Models
There are two different models: a thermal-hydraulic model
(with TRACE5.0p3 code) and a core model (with PARCSv3.0 code).
In this work, the recent tendency to extend codes or models into a
3D discretization is followed regarding the thermal-hydraulic
model. It is worth to mention that an effort is made to obtain a
highly realistic PWR core model with a 3D discretization
eespecially cross-flow calculations assessed in Ref. [15]e with
TRACE5.0p3. To this end, vessels components are used, these are
able to solve the mass and energy balances in 3D. It is seen that the
bypass flow in a 3D model fluctuates abruptly over the axial axis
due to realistic cross flow simulation. Therefore, an algorithm is
presented to adjust the bypass flow to a theoretical value and
within a prefixed tolerance limit. The verification of the thermal-
hydraulic model is made comparing the 3D model with a tradi-
tional 1D model made with pipe components. It must be said that
scripts are programmed to automatically generate the correspon-
dent models using MATLAB, see Ref. [14]. Therefore, it is easy to
produce input decks with the confidence that they are already
tested.
2.1. Thermal-hydraulic model
A PWR is modeled with TRACE5.0p3, the model has the main
advantage that the reactor core is fully discretized in 3D. Therefore,
in comparison to traditional models, asymmetric phenomena are
better represented using this new feature. A core model is buildusing TRACE 3D components, specifically one cartesian and one
cylindrical vessel. The reader is referred to Ref. [16] for more in-
formation about this and other 3D models in TRACE. The main
characteristics of this 3D model are presented hereafter.
- There is one cartesian vessel ediscretized into nx, ny and nz
cellse that represents all fuel assemblies. Assemblies are not
collapsed, i.e. one cell corresponds to one fuel assembly. In total,
there are nassm assemblies.
- There is one cylindrical vessel with two radial nodes. The
innermost node represents the core bypass and the outermost
simulates the downcomer, see Fig. 1 (left).
- The cylindrical vessel has nz þ 2 axial levels, nz levels equally
distributed as the cartesian vessel plus two additional axial
levels representing the upper and lower plenum.
- The cylindrical vessel could be discretized in the theta direction
to model different theta sectors, nt . See Fig. 1 for a vessel with 3
theta cells.
- To establish the axial connection, a mapping assigning assem-
blies and theta sectors is needed, see Fig. 1 (right). Two map-
pings are established, one for the inlet connections and another
for the outlet connections since one bundle could be connected
to different theta sectors at inlet and outlet levels.
- One break component is connected to each theta sector of the
downcomer (outer radial node in the cylindrical vessel). Breaks
are connected to upper axial levels.
- One fill component is connected to each theta sector of the
downcomer eat certain level lower than break connectionse.
- Mass flow and temperature boundary conditions are set in each
fill component, pressure boundary condition is set in each break
component.
- One heat structure is coupled with each fuel assembly (cartesian
vessel). Besides, one heat structure is associated with each
bypass theta sector (cylindrical vessel).
- The heat transfer between bypass and downcomer (reactor
barrel) is modeled through a heat structure with convection
boundary condition at both sides.
- One power component heats all heat structures but the heat
structures simulating the reactor barrel.
- It is not possible to connect the fill or break component directly
to the cylindrical vessel, thus one-cell pipes are used between
them.
- In order to connect both vessels, single junctions are used in the
axial connections.
- Both vessels are also connected sideways at all levels, one-cell
pipes are used.
See Fig. 2 for a simplified model ewith three theta sectorse
sketched using SNAP tool. The total number of components is
detailed in Table 1, and expressed in Eq (6).
Fig. 2. Simplified thermal-hydraulic model with three theta sectors.





Where nt are the theta sectors, nassm is the number of assemblies
and nx, ny and nz are the number of cells in each direction of the
cartesian vessel. The same can be done with the total number of
junctions in the thermal-hydraulic model, Table 2 and Eq (7). The
numbers/letters in the first column of Table 1/Table 2 link the
components/junctions to the numbers/letters in Fig. 2. Compo-
nents/junctions without numbers/letters are not displayed in the








In order to verify the 3Dmodel, a traditional 1Dmodel is created
in TRACE. It is a model built with 1D pipes and heat structures and
without collapsed assemblies. The bypass is modeled using a pipe,
also with a heat structure component. All pipes are connected to an
upper and lower plenum. The boundary conditions in the fill and
break components are the same as in the 3D model, that is, inlet
temperature of 568 K, 1.55E7 Pa as output pressure and 5.12E3 kg/sTable 1




3 One-cell pipe 2nt
Power 1
4 Cartesian vessel 1
5 Cylindrical vessel 1
Heat structure bypass nt
Heat structure barrel nt
Heat structure bundle nassm
6 Lower single junction nassm
7 Upper single junction nassm
Sideways pipe 2nzðnx  2þny  2Þas inlet mass flow. Several plots comparing both models are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. It is seen, almost, a perfect agreement between the
1D and the 3Dmodel. It is true that the 3Dmodel uses considerably
more computational time, but the main advantage of the 3Dmodel,
in comparison of the traditional 1D model, is that it can represent
asymmetric phenomena realistically eespecially cross-flow among
fuel elements and phenomena occurring in the bypass, see Ref. [15].
2.1.1. Bypass flow adjustment
Traditional 1D models do not simulate cross flows, thus the
bypass flow is constant with height. Nevertheless, in 3D models,
the cross flow exists between reflector zones and fuel assemblies,
and also among fuel assemblies. This is especially relevant in the
thermal-hydraulic model, where the bypass flow fluctuates
strongly not only in the axial axis, but also among theta sectors. This
would be a harsh work if it had to be adjusted by hand. Therefore,
an iterative process to adjust the bypass flow is developed. The
process modifies the bypass friction coefficient until a specified
theoretical flow value is reached for all bypass cells. The theoretical
flow is a user input parameter, therefore, it must be given either by
the power plant or read from SIMULATE output file.
The first iteration starts with an initial guess. The resultingTable 2
Junctions in the thermal-hydraulic model.
Number Junction from Junction to Quantity
a Fill Inlet one-cell pipe nt
b Inlet one-cell pipe Cyl. vessel nt
c Cyl. vessel Outlet one-cell pipe nt
d Outlet one-cell pipe Break nt
e Cyl. vessel Lower single junc. nassm
f Lower single junc. Cart. vessel nassm
g Cart. vessel Upper single junc. nassm
h Upper single junc. Cyl. vessel nassm
Cart. vessel Sideways pipe 2nzðnx  2þny  2Þ
Sideways pipe Cyl. vessel 2nzðnx  2þny  2Þ
Fig. 3. Thermal-hydraulic model verification e 1D (PIPE) and 3D (CYLINDRICAL) model comparison.
Fig. 4. Bypass friction coefficient adjustment iteration process.
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Flowby
. A correction factor based on the Darcy-Weisbach equation
is applied to the axial bypass friction coefficients, KbyZ, these are
used in the next iteration. Note that each axial level may have a
different friction coefficient, and thus, the correction is applied
node-to-node. Only for 3D models, it is also possible to apply a
correction for the radial bypass friction coefficients, Kby
R, for each
axial level and theta sector. To decrease computational time, each
new iteration is a restart case. The iteration process ends when the
flow change between two consecutive iterations is smaller than a
prefixed tolerance, εflow, defined by the user. In Fig. 4 a flow chart
for the iterative process is presented, more information can be




Flowby: theoretical bypass flow,
Flowbyði;zÞ: simulated bypass flow for a given iteration and axial
level,
εflow: flow tolerance limit,
KZbyði;zÞ: axial bypass friction coefficient for a given iteration and
axial level, and
KRbyði; zÞ: radial bypass friction coefficient for a given iteration
and axial level.
The iterative process described above is successfully used to
adjust the bypass flow for the 3D model presented in this work.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between bypass flow for the 3Dmodel
with three theta sectors (dashed lines) and the homologous 1D
model (straight lines), note that the abscissa represents the axial
axis. Due to the cross flow that exists in a real core, the flowrepresented by the 1D model is an average value, and the result
given by the 3D model is the best-estimate flow. In this case, the
tolerance limit is set to 5 kg/s, but any tolerance can be set.
2.2. Core model
A PWR is build with PARCS as a core model, its main charac-
teristics are summarized in Table 3. The model contains 2 neutron
energy groups and 6 delayed neutron groups. All boundary
Fig. 5. Bypass flow comparison (axial direction) between 1D and 3D models.
Table 3




Assembly layout 16  16
Control rod banks 14
Radial cells 17  17
Axial cells 34 (2 refl.)
Cell dim. (cm) 23  23




Neutronic comp. 1379 (3 refl.)
Fig. 6. Control rod insertion obtained from a real PWR test.
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the reflector are lost. The decay heat model is activated and the
diffusion equation solver is HYBRID erecommended in PARCS
manuale. The association between fuel assemblies and neutronic
nodes is one to one ethrough MAPTAB filee, thus the model is not
collapsed. The fuel type mapping and the control rod bank distri-
bution are seen in Fig. 7. Besides, the neutronic library used to run
the core physics code was obtained using SIMULATE3 following the
SIMTAB methodology [17].
In addition, a control rod insertion econsidered an Anticipated
Operational Occurrence (AOO)e is simulated. PARCS code has a
simple thermal-hydraulic model but, in this work, the neutronic
model is coupled with the 3D thermal-hydraulic model (TRACE
5.0p3) described in Section 2.1. The rod insertion data corresponds
to a real PWR test, the rod insertionmovement can be seen in Fig. 6.
The test is performed releasing a control rod ewith maximum
worthe from its lock and allowing its controlled fall, the reactor is
operating at nominal power. Initially the control rod is fully with-
drawn at notch 340. The insertion lasts 2.1 s and begins at 50.0 s.
The whole simulation lasts 100.0 s, the purpose of the initial 50.0 s
is to ensure that the initial conditions are properly converged. The
control rod inserted is shown in Fig. 7 (right) as bank 14.3. Methodology
The GRS methodology is used to propagate the thermal-
hydraulic uncertainty through TRACE/PARCS coupled code. In this
work only thermal-hydraulic macroscopic parameters arepropagated, i.e. parameters that can be easily changed in a thermal-
hydraulic code. The propagation of thermal-hydraulic microscopic
parameters, such as local turbulence coefficients, or neutronic pa-
rameters, such asmacroscopic cross sections, are out of the scope of
this work. A total of 43 thermal-hydraulic parameters are selected
to be propagated. Their PDFs definitions are found in the related
literature or, if not found, defined based on expert judgment. These
uncertainties are finally reflected on the enthalpy, power and
reactivity predicted by PARCS. The U&S analysis is performed with
DAKOTA 6.3 statistical tool.
The methodology is explained in detail in this section, the most
important data is summarized in Table 4. Before going into details
on the developed methodologies, a comment regarding the chosen
sample size must be made. Since there are three dependent output
parameters (power, reactivity and enthalpy), and only the upper
tolerance region is of interest, the minimum sample size is 124 for a
first order approach, see Eq (4). However, in this work, the chosen
sample size is increased to 146.
The thermal-hydraulic uncertainty propagation through the
thermal-hydraulic neutronic coupled code TRACE/PARCS is done
using DAKOTA statistical tool. In total, 43 different input parameters
are considered and two sampling methods (SRS and LHS) are
compared. As output parameters, PARCS predictions for the
enthalpy, power and reactivity are specified. These neutronic pa-
rameters are chosen because they represent the neutronic reactor
state. Moreover, the enthalpy and reactivity (along with other pa-
rameters) define the safety limits for AOOs or postulated accidents
[18]. The process to perform U&S analysis with DAKOTA can be
summarized in five steps and is depicted in Fig. 8.
1. Define input parameters to be propagated and uncertainty PDFs
for each of them. Ideally, these PDFs should be obtained
experimentally and, if possible, expert judgment should be
avoid.
2. Using these PDFs, 146 sets of perturbations are created with
DAKOTA for each input parameter.
3. Using RESTING MATLAB program, 146 input decks for TRACE are
created and a different perturbation set is applied to each input
deck. An unperturbed case is also defined.
4. Run TRACE/PARCS coupled code for each input deck. Before the
transient simulation, TRACE stand alone simulation is run to
ensure a proper convergence.
Fig. 7. Fuel type radial mapping (left) and control rod bank distribution (right).
Table 4
Data summary for thermal-hydraulic parameter uncertainty propagation.
Property Value
Reactor PWR
Code TRACE5.0p3 & PARCSv3.0
U&S code DAKOTA 6.3
Simulation state SSA, CSS & CTR
Input parameters Thermal-hydraulic parameters
Number of input param. 43
Output parameters Power, enthalpy and reactivity
Number of output param. 3
Sampling method SRS & LHS
PDF Normal & Uniform
Fig. 8. Flow diagram for thermal-hydraulic parameter propagation.
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transient simulations and DAKOTA is used to perform the U&S
analysis.3.1. U&S approach
Two different approaches are used to perform the U&S analysis,
as explained in Ref. [3]. First approximation, or maximum response
approach, calculates the U&S analysis only at time step where the
maximum absolute response is found (for all responses). Thus, only
one U&S analysis is run per output parameter. This approximation
gives sensitivity information for the most critical transient time
step. The second approximation, or index dependent approach, cal-
culates the U&S analysis for each time step (whole simulation) and
for all responses. The latter approximation gives sensitivity infor-
mation for the whole transient simulation, thus, a wider sensitivity
view for the analyst is obtained. The difference, between both ap-
proximations, lies in that different maximum responses are found
eprobablye at different time steps.
3.2. Input parameters
An extensive research in the literature is made in order to select
the input parameters and characterize their uncertainty distribu-
tions. A list of thermal-hydraulic parameters is presented in Table 5and Table 6 for normal and uniform distributions respectively. The
parameters defining their PDFs are shown along with the refer-
ences where the information is found. If PDF information is not
found for a given parameter, expert judgment is applied. The same
thermal-hydraulic parameter for different fuel types is considered
as different input parameter but unchanged PDF. This PWR has
three different fuel types eas shown in Table 3e plus the bypass,
which has its own parameters. In total, 43 different thermal-
hydraulic parameters are propagated.
It must be said that uncertainty information of parameters 32 to
43 are obtained in a BWR study and applied in a PWR in this work. It
is expected that the uncertainty information for the friction factors
and hydraulic diameters are similar for BWR and PWR. Regarding
the gap heat transfer coefficients (parameters 32 to 35), even
though it is know that its uncertainty information may differ for
BWR and PWR, the BWR uncertainty data was applied as hypoth-
esis (instead of using expert judgment) since this work only intends
to demonstrate the viability of the methodology.
Uncertainty information for parameters representing boundary
conditions (such as output pressure or inlet liquid temperature)
must be chosen with caution. Thermal-hydraulic codes are very
sensitive to boundary conditions. Even if all perturbed simulations
finish successfully with a defined input uncertainty and sampling
method, some simulations may fail with the same input uncer-
tainty but another sampling method. Therefore, uncertainty defi-
nitions must suit all sampling methods. Normally, this is achieved
performing an iterative process. In this work, it is found that SRS is
more restrictive than LHS regarding uncertainty for boundary
conditions.4. Results
This section is splitted according to the followed approach
(maximum response or index dependent).4.1. Maximum response approach
Table 7 shows the average and the standard deviationewith the
95% Confidence Interval (CI)e for the output parameters (enthalpy,
power and reactivity) for both sampling methods. The CI on the
mean is calculated as Eq (8), where ts is the inverse t-Student CDF
with probability 1 a and n 1 degrees of freedom. The sample
size is n and s is the standard deviation of the sample. The CI on the
standard deviation is calculated with Eq (9), where c2 is the inverse
Chi-squared CDF with probability 1 a and n 1 degrees of
freedom. These equations must not be confused with Eq (3) or Eq
(4) which give the minimum sample size (number of simulations)
needed to cover the chosen output parameter domain with a
Table 5
Thermal-hydraulic parameters that follow a normal distribution.
# Definition Type Variable Mean Std. deviation Reference
1 Output pressure e Pout 1.0 0.002 Expert Opinion
2 Reactor power e qtot 1.0 0.005 Expert Opinion
3 Inlet mass flow e min 1.0 0.001 Expert Opinion








12 Assembly flow area 1 Aflow1 1.0 0.01
13 2 Aflow2 [19]
14 3 Aflow3 page 13
15 Byp Aflowb
16 Radial fuel peaking factor 1 RFPF1 1.0 0.01
17 2 RFPF2 [19]
18 3 RFPF3 page 13
19 Byp RFPFb
Table 6
Thermal-hydraulic parameters that follow a uniform distribution.
# Definition Type Variable Lower limit Upper limit Reference
20 Fuel heat capacity e Cpfuel 0.99 1.01 [20], page 60
21 Clad heat capacity e Cpclad 0.97 1.03 [20], page 60
22 Fuel thermal conductivity e Kfuel 0.954 1.046 [20], page 60
23 Clad thermal conductivity e Kclad 0.94 1.06 [20], page 60
24 Inlet flow temperature e Tin 0.1 þ0.1 [19] page 13/Expert
25 Critical heat flux multiplier e CHFM 0.4 þ0.3 [21] page 3.24
26 Bypass heat fraction e qbyp=qtot 2.375E-5 þ2.375E-5 Expert Opinion
27 Moderator heat fraction e qmod=qtot 9.263E-4 þ9.263E-4 Expert Opinion




32 Gap heat transfer coefficient 1 hgap1 0.65 1.35
33 2 hgap2 [22]
34 3 hgap3 page 50
35 Byp hgapb
36 Grid friction factor 1 kfac1 0.95 1.05
37 2 kfac2 [22]
38 3 kfac3 page 50
39 Byp kfacb
40 Hydraulic diameter 1 Dhyd1 0.995 1.005
41 2 Dhyd2 [22]
42 3 Dhyd3 page 50
43 Byp Dhydb
Table 7
Comparing statistics for output parameters using SRS and LHS sampling methods.
Average SRS LHS
Enth. (J/kg) 2.63Eþ2 ± 8.27E-1 2.64Eþ2 ± 8.17E-1
Pow. (W) 9.12E-1 ± 6.19E-5 9.12E-1 ± 6.24E-5
Reac. ($) 7.99E-2 ± 6.01E-5 7.99E-2 ± 6.02E-5
Std. Dev. SRS LHS
Enth. (J/kg) 5.06Eþ0 ± 6.58E-1 5.00Eþ0 ± 6.50E-1
Pow. (W) 3.79E-4 ± 4.92E-5 3.82E-4 ± 4.96E-5
Reac. ($) 3.67E-4 ± 4.77E-5 3.68E-4 ± 4.78E-5
C. Mesado et al. / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 52 (2020) 1626e1637 1633specified quantile a and probability b. The only relation between
both terms is that as the minimum sample size is increased the







The histogram and scatter plot for the enthalpy (left) and
reactivity (right) are seen in Fig. 9, both obtained with LHS sam-
pling method. Besides, the SA for the power response is shown in
Fig. 10, it contains the most sensitive input parameters for the po-
wer output parameter for both sampling methods LHS (left) and
SRS (right). The most sensitive input parameters, for both sampling
methods, are tabulated in Table 8. As shown in Eq. (5), an input
parameter is considered to be sensitive enough if its Partial Rank
Correlation Coefficient (PRCC) >0:1628. Input parameter
Fig. 9. Histogram for enthalpy (left) and scatter plot for reactivity response (right) when LHS is used for sampling the input parameters.
Fig. 10. PRCC between power and its most sensitive input parameters when the LHS (left) and SRS (right) methods are used.
Table 8
Ranking of most sensitive input parameters and their PRCC.
Enthalpy Power Reactivity
LHS SRS LHS SRS LHS SRS
zgap3 0.99 zgap3 0.99 zgap3 0.99 zgap3 0.98 zgap3 0.99 zgap3 0.97
p= d3 0.68 p=d3 0.66 Aflow3 0.71 kfac3 0.63 Aflow3 0.54 Aflow3 0.51
RFPF1 0.21 Tin 0.22 kfac3 0.67 Aflow3 0.61 Pout 0.47 Pout 0.48
Cpclad 0.20 kfac3 0.20 Pout 0.66 Pout 0.52 kfac3 0.46 kfac3 0.44
zgap2 0.20 Cpclad 0.17 min 0.40 min 0.34 Aflowb 0.31 RFPF1 0.21
kfac3 0.19 Aflowb 0.39 Aflowb 0.26 kfac1 0.23 kfac2 0.20
Dhydb 0.18 kfac2 0.37 kfac2 0.26 min 0.20 Aflowb 0.19
Kfuel 0.34 kfac1 0.24 kfac2 0.20 kfac1 0.18
kfac1 0.30 hgapb 0.23 Kclad 0.17 CHFM 0.17
Aflow2 0.22 Kfuel 0.20 hgap1 0.17 Cpclad 0.16
Aflow1 0.22 Cpclad 0.20
Dhydb 0.22 zgap2 0.19
Cpclad 0.21 RFPF1 0.19
CHFM 0.18
Aflow2 0.18
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Fig. 11. Results for LHS method.
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Fig. 12. PRCC as a function of time between power and its most sensitive input pa-
rameters when the LHS method is used.
C. Mesado et al. / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 52 (2020) 1626e16371636abbreviations and definitions can be found in Tables 5 and 6 for
normal and uniform parameters respectively.
The conclusions extracted from Table 8 are that the fuel-clad gap
size in assembly type 3 is always the most sensitive input param-
eter towards all output parameters and both sampling methods.
The gap size has a positive PRCC for the enthalpy and negative PRCC
value for the power and reactivity. On one hand, if the gap size is
increased, the fuel temperature is also increased and thus, the
enthalpy increases. On the other hand, due to the increase of fuel
temperature and the Doppler effect, the absorption cross section is
also increased and thus, the power and reactivity decreases.
Regarding the power and reactivity, even though the order is
different, the top four most sensitive input parameters are the same
(regardless of the sampling method used). However, these are in
disagreement with the most sensitive input parameters for the
enthalpy. Moreover, there are further disagreements with the less
sensitive input parameters. Sensitivity coefficients are expressed as
the fraction of sensitivity apportioned by each input parameter.
Therefore, the top sensitive input parameters make the biggest
contribution to the uncertainty in output parameters. Other input
parameters have little contribution and a little change edue to the
sampling method usede could change the sensitivity ranking.
For both sampling methods, the assembly type 3 is always the
assembly with more sensitive input parameters. Then assembly 2
and 1 are, roughly, equally sensitive, finally the bypass is the less
sensitive. The great importance of input parameters belonging to
assembly type 3 can be assessed using the fuel type distribution of
Fig. 7. A great fraction of the core is represented using this assembly
type (number 17 in that figure). Thus, a slight change in its defi-
nition affects the output parameters significantly. Mainly, the
bypass does not have a great effect on the output parameters
studied. The exception is the bypass flow area, which is significant
enough, it greatly affects the core flow and thus the power and
reactivity. The most sensitive boundary condition, for this case, is
the outlet pressure for the power and reactivity followed by the
inlet mass flow. Regarding the enthalpy, the most sensitive
boundary condition is the liquid inlet temperature.
4.2. Index dependent approach
Fig. 11 shows the uncertainty results for the enthalpy and power
responses as a function of time when LHS method is used. The
results for the SRS method for the average and standard deviations
are similar to the results presented in this section. This figure
represents the average output parameter (solid black line), the
lower and upper 95% confidence interval (dashed-red lines) and the
maximum/minimum response value (dash-dot blue lines only for
the average values). The total power response is normalized to one.
A null transient of 50 s is run prior to the control rod insertion. It can
be concluded that the most uncertain output parameter is the
enthalpy, its biggest uncertainty is almost 2%. The uncertainty for
the power and reactivity is 0.05% and 0.7% respectively. However, it
must be said that the uncertainty for power and reactivity will be
probably larger if other uncertainties were included, for example
neutronic uncertainties.
Regarding the sensitivity analysis, Fig. 12 shows the PRCC values
as a function of time for the power output parameter and LHS
method. The results for the SRS method are also similar. A
maximum of 14 most sensitive input parameters are shown. The
results show that the most sensitive input parameter is, again, the
gap size for the assembly type 3 ezgap3e. In fact, it experience a
great change in sensitivity when the AOO occurs (50 s) and it goes
from a strong negative value to a strong positive value. Besides that,
it is difficult to describe which are the most sensitive input pa-
rameters because PRCC values cross each other in time, hence thesensitivity ranking changes accordingly. The top three most sensi-
tive parameters are the same for the power and reactivity (zgap3,
kfac3 and Aflow3), but different for the enthalpy (zgap3, p=d3 and zgap2
or Tin). Nevertheless, from Fig. 12, it is not clear the trend for the
most sensitive boundary conditions. It seems that the outlet pres-
sure is the most sensitive boundary condition for the LHS sampling
method and that the inlet liquid temperature is the most sensitive
for the SRS sampling method. Again, in general, little difference is
shown between LHS and SRS sampling methods for the most
sensitive input parameters, as concluded in Ref. [5].5. Conclusions
This work presents the main results obtained with the GRS
methodology to propagate the uncertainty of thermal-hydraulic
parameters. The process covers one of the main phases of the
benchmark released by the expert group on Uncertainty Analysis in
Modeling of Light Water Reactors (UAM-LWR). The main innovative
points achieved in this work are:
- Models. A new thermal-hydraulic model is developed with a
highly-accurate 3D core discretization. Due to the 3D cross flow,
bypass flow fluctuates strongly not only in the axial axis, but also
among theta sectors. Therefore, an iterative process to adjust the
bypass flow is presented in this work. A good agreement is
obtained comparing the 3D model against a traditional 1D
model.
- Real test. A control rod insertion is simulated with data obtained
from a real PWR test.
- Software. RESTING MATLAB programs is developed to obtain
highly-accurate thermal-hydraulic 3D core models and propa-
gate the thermal-hydraulic uncertainty with DAKOTA.
- Methodology. Two approaches are used:maximum response and
index dependent
The SA performed shows that the fuel-clad gap size is the most
sensitive input parameter for both samplingmethods: SRS and LHS.
The sensitivity ranking followswith the assembly flowarea, friction
factors and pitch to diameter ratio. Discrepancies between LHS and
SRS sampling methods are almost negligible. However, these can
change the sensitivity ranking for medium and low sensitive input
parameters. It is possible to know what is the most sensitive fuel
type and therefore, the uncertainty of the model could be strongly
C. Mesado et al. / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 52 (2020) 1626e1637 1637reduced if the uncertainty of this particular fuel type is reduced.
Besides, parameters modeling the bypass are not especially sensi-
tive with the exception of its flow area. This area mainly affects the
power and the total reactivity (positive correlation). Extra care
must be taken when assigning uncertainty information to the
boundary conditions. The convergence of the simulation is greatly
affected by its boundaries. Finally, it must be said that the use of
expert judgment to assign uncertainty information should be
avoided. Nonetheless, sometimes it is necessary due to the lack of
uncertainty information.
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